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What We Don’t Talk Of

Our language is one forged from

fi sts slammed down on desks,

from Teutonic storage bins forged

from fi re for cold steel weaponry.

It is a scaffolding for science

measured and contained too small;

a brittle thing matching the metal

that places fences in our pockets.

Our language does not understand

nor have words for sunrise coating

and enmeshing autumn grains 

growing where water meets the land.

It does not understand the lightness

fi lling the dark between trees at night.

The wind moves between its words

as though they were but dried shells.

Our language but mimics the eyes

of fox stealing the eggs from chicks

or taking meat home for the pups.

Our syllables get caught in its fur

and brushed out by brambles

scattered to fl eshless tangles of rage.

Our language is one of frustration,

unable and unwilling to be fl exible,

unwilling to listen to the words

of welcome that come from your lips,

unwilling to forgive what it does not know.
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In the Farthest Sky

How sun triggers the green fuse

one fi ber at a time back away from its roots

into ethereal fi re that dries to ash

home to home across light years,

where light years have depth beyond time.

How sun triggers the entire chain of space

back upon itself, a star from within stars

fervent with alien life across time.  How

many life forms rise up into that fi re.

Each one, and how many stars fi re the fuse

across whatever lies between them that

their dust the dust of nova nights blows

to green fi laments across chance.  How

many chances cross these infi nite miles.

Perhaps we are one species, green fern

and the fox that lies down upon its fronds

the corona of its eyes lighting time

where we come upon it in the morning

then looking deeply into each other’s eyes

stones scattered almost silent beneath our feet.

How sun carries this deepest of gazes beyond

enveloping our DNA, our souls, our fear

and our love in energy packets traveling dark

beyond beyond until they refl ect in some

something, perhaps a microfi lament lying idle

in the ash of what once was and what will be.
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Looking for Life on Mars

Spotting it will only enhance its camoufl age,

but there are certain attributes that will defi ne it.

It tries to make itself look pretty but not like a sunset.

Immortal, but not like a stone.

It likes to clean itself and multiply among like,

moving rapidly from one place to another

much like sand grains meeting the River Styx

but with the intention of coming back for more.

It most likely has a social structure

but does not spend time in front of a computer.

Has eyes that fi lter red sunlight at night.

Drinks water as if it were the driest of dust.

Is small on a planetary scale but large cosmologically.

Stands out sharply from its stark surroundings

like a digit on a disc in a distant cloud universe.

Gives off noxious gases when no one is looking.

Hides from things that burn holes in the ground.

It is likely to be as hungry as the wind.
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In Epiphany

Seen in the snow last night

the dark creatures of your dreams

thrust their chests against each other, whistling

until the small birds of your hands answered,

unweaving the nests that kept them warm

and offering the bright globes of their future

to whatever wind would have them.

All across the Front Range

men dropped their pencils and ran

to warm their windows with the eyes of time.

Fire was urged from the darkness of logs

that lay buried in living rooms,

but something larger and darker than these,

something wild with the seeds of shadow

loped backward across the whitened fi elds,

something maternal with wind in its mane.
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